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One-Electron Broken-Symmetry Approach to the Core-Hole Spectra of Semiconductors
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It is shown that in contrast to band theory, a self-consistent one-electron model with

broken symmetries (crystal orbitals are not constrained to be Bloch periodic) provides

a physical description of core-ionization, core-exciton, and core-to-conduction-band
transition energies in semiconductors. Application to GaP shows that a hitherto unrec-
ognized factor —the screening of the core-hole self-energy by the electron orbit —can
explain many of the outstanding puzzles in core-hole spectra.

PACS numbers: 71.35.+z, 71.50.+t, 78.20.-e

With the recent advent of continuous-radiation
light sources in the far uv, core spectroscopy
has become a major characterization technique
for studying the electronic structure of bulk' '
and surfaces' of semiconductors. Experimental-
ly, the core-exciton binding energy b has been
defined' ' [c.f., Figs. 1(b) and l(c)] as the dif-
ference 5=Ec c&B- E,„between the core (C)-to-
vacuum ionization energy E c cB~ [referred to the
relevant conduction-band minimum (CBM) ] and
the lowest optical excitation energy F-,„ from a
core level to a final electron orbit (exciton state).
Ec zB~ is determined by adding the value of the
optical band gap E, to the spin-orbit-corrected
core-to-vacuum ionization energy Ec vB~ [ref-
erred to the valence-band maximum (VBM)], as
measured in photoemission. ' The detailed data
on a wide range of heteropolar semiconductors' '
present some intriguing puzzles. First, the
measured values of 6 for cations, e.g. , GaP
[0.238+ 0.1 eV (Ref. 2, 4) or 0.6 eV (Ref. 1)J, InP
[)0.27 eV (Ref. 3)], PbSe [1 eV (Ref. 6)], is -10
times larger than that of valence excitons or
donor impurity levels which evolve from the
same conduction-band extrema. ' A broad range
of shallow-donor tight-binding" and effective-
mass-approximation (EMA)" ' calculations have
likewise produced 6 values that are 5-1000 too
small [for GaP 5=0.038 (Ref. 2a)-0.05 (Ref. 10)
eV, for PbSe 6=0.001 eV (Ref. 12)J. Second,
despite the gross failure to explain ~, shallow-
donor models have paradoxically predicted the
spatial extent and the EMA character of the final
electron state in the gap with remarkable ac-
curacy. ' '" Third, whereas one expected to
find in the optical spectra below Ec &B~ the exci-
ton gap states, the observation of weakly per-
turbed and slightly downshifted (0.1-0.2 eV) CB
extremum states there was convincingly demon-
strated, ' ' albeit described as a shocking dis-
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FIG. 1. Calculated self-energies for the (a) symme-
try-constrained and {b}-(d)symmetry-broken solutions
for core-hole excitations in GaP.

covery. ' Fourth, core spectroscopy showed"
that the critical points in the CB final states ob-
served a few electronvolts above F. c c» were
surprisingly downshifted by as much as 1.5 eV
relative to the known positions of these states"
both from VB -CB spectroscopy and from band

theory. These large shifts are in sharp conflict
with a weakly perturbed shallow-donor behav-
ior. ' "

Previous theoretical models of core excitons in
semiconductors' "have identified the measured
binding energy D with the ionization energy 6, of
the gaP level relative to the CBM. The core hole-

states, assumed to be unaffected by the occupa-
tion of the final electron states, were conse-
quently eliminated from the models. ' " The
theory of core excitons was mapped thereby into
the theory of donor impurities. In this Letter I
report the results of a first-principles self-con-
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sistent calculation for core-hole excitations in
GaP, treating directly screening, polarization,
and relaxation effects for both the core hole and
the electron gap states. It explains the paradox-
ical features of core-hole spectra in semicon-
ductors by a hitherto unrecognized effect~he
reduction 6, in the core-hole self-energy in exci-
tation relative to ionization through additional
relaxation-polarization by the electron orbit.
Hence, II=5, +5„not' " 5, («5,).

I describe the periodic ground state of the crys-
tal by a self-consistent nonlocal pseudopotential"
band structure with a filled Ga 3d"s'p' configura-
tion. "'" The one-electron energy taken from
this band-structure model seriously underesti-
mates the core-ionization energy: E~ IBM =13
eV, compared with the experimental (spin-orbit
averaged) result of 18.55*0.10 eV. ' Recognizing
that the symmetry-constrained (band structure)
version of one-electron theory prohibits by con-
struction the formation of localized states with
their attendant polarization and relaxation phe-
nomena, "I now describe the final state in a
broken-symmetry approach. "'" This is done by
first performing a self -consistent pseudopoten-
tial band-structure calculation retaining only the
sp' valence and conduction bands, and then re-
placing a single Ga atom by the L = 0, 1, 2 first-
principles nonlocal pseudopotential' that sustains
Ga 3d states on this site, in addition to the sp'
bands. The electronic structure is then calcu-
lated self-consistently by use of the recently
developed impurity Green's function method. "
The ground state, associated with a self-consis-
tent potential V~(r), is calculated by specifica-
tion of a Ga Sd" configuration and produces es-
sentially the same spectrum (+ 0.01 eV), Fig. 1(a),
as the full band structure. The excited states,
associated with self-consistent potentials V~(r),
are calculated separately by use of the transition-
state configurations 3d" (core ionization) and
3d9 5to 5 (excitation into an electron orbit It)).
The symmetry-breaking potentials of these "elec-
tronic impurities" are defined as EV(r ) = V~ (r )
—VG(r ). Note that in the broken-symmetry ap-
proach I do not constrain the charge density p(r )
to be periodic" or ~V(r ) to be weak" but other-
wise use the same self-consistent (local density)
theory used in band-structure calculations to
describe the functional relationship AVtpJ. If
the self-consistent EV(r ) turns out to be weak
and extended, the single-particle energies will
approach the solutions c, of the symmetry-con-
strained (Bloeh) problem. On the other hand, if
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FIG. 2. The spherical part of the self-consistent
symmetry-breaking potentials.

the variational AV(r ) becomes deep and short
ranged, it can sustain also localized bound states
with self-energies e,-= e,. +4, that differ from the
symmetry-constrained energies e,. by the non-
Koopmans term 6;= II,. + Z, , where II, and Z; de-
note the self-interaction cancellation energy and
the relaxation energy, respectively. '" Band theo-
ry" or coreless impurity models' "assume
both to vanish as 0 '~' since the eigenfunctions
are extended over a large volume Q. Further-
more, since 0, and Z; are affected by a/l occu-
pied states, the core self-energy in the ioniza-
tion process d"-d' is now allowed to differ
from the core self-energy in the excitation proc-
ess d" —d't', in contrast with band theory.

Core ionization: Figure 2 shows that the self-
consistent symmetry-breaking potential 4V for
ionization is strong and localized about the ex-
cited atom, indicating that the success of band
theory (with the assumption AV-0) for VB-CB
transitions" cannot be extended to C —CB transi-
tions. Figure 1(b) shows that relative to band
theory, the core-hole self-energy had moved
down by 4= 5.7 eV, yielding a core-ionization en-
ergy Ec»M= 18.7 eV, in good agreement with
the experimental value 18.55+0.1 eV. ' I find II,
=15.1 eV and a relaxation energy Z„= -9.4 eV
which is more negative by 2.7 eV than the free-
atom relaxation energy. This reflects the extra
atomic relaxation facilitated by the screening of
the hole by the valence band.

Core exeiton: The attractive EV(r) for ioniza-
tion pulls down from the CB shallow unoccupied
a„e, and f, donor levels [Fig. 1(b)]. In the cal-
culation for the allowed p exciton IFig. 1(c)] I
occupy the lowest of these donor levels (i, sym-
metry, predominantly p type on Ga) by the emit-
ted electron (3d "io'5 configuration), and seek
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FIG. 3. Single-particle orbitals for symmetry-broken
solutions.

a. new self-consistent EV(r) (Fig. 2). I find the
antibonding Ga-like t, donor gap level at an en-
ergy 6, =0.05+0.03 eV below the CBM. In agree-
ment with experiment' ' and with shallow-donor
models' " its electron orbit [Fig. 3(a)] is ex-
tended (only q= 0.04e is enclosed within the near-
neighbor sphere), sampling predominantly the
secondary shallow minima in AV. Spectral anal-
ysis" reveals it to be composed predominantly
from the host states in the lowest CB minima,
which hence remain only weakly perturbed.
(an energy level) can hence be viewed as the re-
sponse of the conduction bands to the attractive
core-hole potential: Much like in shallow-donor
models, ' "the weak long-range part of L V(r) pulls
down a shallow level into the gap with a binding

energy 5,. However, a second, hitherto unrec-
ognized contribution 5, to 5 exists. Since b, V(r)
for excitation is less attractive than 4V for ion-
ization (Fig. 2) in the region where the hole orbi-
tal [Fig. 3(b)] is localized, the hole self energy-
moves up by 5, =0.35+ 0.15 eV relative to its posi-
tion for ionization. The total apparent binding en-
ergy 5= 6, +6,=0.40+0.15 eV is "deep" in agree-
ment with experiment. ' ' Note that if one uses
the correct one-electron threshold for excitation
+c,cBM +c,cBM ~„rather than the threshold
Ec c» for ionization used previously, ' ' it is no

longer surprising to find' that the spectral fea-
tures just above Ec c» are perturbed CB states,
not exciton lines.

5, (an energy-level shift) may be viewed as the
occupation-dependent interaction of the electron
orbit with all other states. It contains both the
electrostatic potential of the electron orbit at the
core, and the (incomplete) relaxation of the val-
ence states (over and beyond the relaxation due

to the core hole) by the penetration of the elec-
tron orbit. Shallow-donor models, ' ~ in equat-

ing 6 with the ionization energy ~, of the gap lev-
el without allowing the remaining states to re-
spond, have consistently underestimated the ob-
served binding energy while still producing physi-
cally correct extended electron orbits. This is
a reasonable approximation for valence holes or
shallow impurities. ' However, the self -energy
e„of a localized core hole decreases rapidly as
the occupation N, of an outer valence orbital in-
creases. For example, total energy calculations
(using the method of Ref. 17) for a free Ga ion
(where

~
t) -=4p) show that it takes 13 eV more

energy to ionize d"-d' than d "p'-d'p', i.e.,
the d self-energy is e, (N~) =——,

'
U~, N~ with a large

off -diagonal correlation energy U~„= 13 eV. In
heteropolar semiconductors where most of the
VB charge resides on the anions, deep-cation
core orbitals remain largely unscreened. Hence,
even a weak localization q of an electron in the
orbit it) in the solid can release a nonnegligible
relaxation energy 6, = —,'U, „@=0.26 eV. The 6,
effect hence combines the excitation response
of the core &e, /&N, = U„with the-localization q
of the electron orbit. In contrast to the dynam-
ical correction, " it can be significant even if the
electron is not tightly bound to the hole, but the
hole has a large correlation energy. For core
holes in metals or in chemisorbed atoms, " 5,
(the relaxation shift) can be as large as 5-7 eV
since the screening orbit is atomically localized
(q = 1).

Coze intexband transitions: If we assume that
the residence time of an excited electron in a
bound CB resonance is sufficiently longer than its
scattering time, we can calculate also 5,(E) for
C -CB transitions [Fig. 1(d)]. The shifts in the
position of final CB states depend sensitively on
their amplitude q(E) on the cation site. Free-
electron-like CB orbitals [Fig. 3(c)] appearing
at 6.4 eV above the VBM are found to be almost
unshifted relative to the band-structure predic-
tion [Figs. 1(a) and 1(d)]. On the other hand, CB
states near I'», and L„at ~EvBM+5. 5 eV, hav-
ing significant amplitudes on the cation [Fig.
3(d)], are shifted down by as much as 1.2 [5,
=0.3 eV, 6, =0.9 eV Fig. 1(d)], being now at
EvB~+4.3 eV (23 eV above the core level). This
can explain the hitherto mysterious E &BM+4.15
eV (hv = 22.3-22.8 eV) structure observed in core
spectroscopy" with no counterpart in VB —CB
spectroscopy. I conclude that core spectroscopy
does not measure the unperturbed CB structure
as initially expected, but rather excitonic reso-
nances [shaded in Fig. 1(d)] modulated by the
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variations 5,(E) in the core-hole self-energy.
The model provides simple rules for estimating

chemical trends in 5 from information about q(F).
It explains why surface-cation core excitons have
a larger binding energy than in the bulk' in terms
of the strong cation character of the dangling-
bond electron states. In contrast, this theory
predicts that anion core excitons will be shallow-
er (5 = li,) when the final orbital has little ampli-
tude on the anion (e.g. , the I;, state). This is
consistent with the absence of Sb (4d) core exci-
tons in GaSb (Ref. 7a) and As (Sd) excitons in
GaAs, ' in contrast to the rather deep cation
core excitons in these systems. Likewise, the
large excitonic shift of the X, point in InP rela-
tive to GaP (Ref. 3) can be naturally explained
by the larger cation content of the wave function
in the former case.
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